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Apple Maps Vehicles Begin
Surveying Connecticut

The next GAAB meeting will be Wednesday, May 10, 2017.

Apple has updated its website to indicate that its Apple
Maps vehicles will begin surveying Connecticut for the
first time this month.

Meeting: Wednesday, May 10, 2017
7:00 PM - Panera Bread
161 Washington Ave Ext, Albany, NY

by Joe Rossignol, MacRumors

For nearly two
years, Apple has
been driving
vehicles around
the world to
collect data for
Apple Maps—
widely believed to be street-level imagery. Since 2015,
the vehicles have surveyed over 30 states in the United
States, in addition to parts of the United Kingdom, Italy,
France, and Sweden.
Apple said it will blur faces and license plates on collected
images prior to publication, suggesting that it could be
working on adding a Street View feature to Apple Maps,
similar to what Google Maps has offered for several years.
But, the imagery and other mapping data could be used for
a variety of purposes.
When Apple’s fleet of Dodge Caravans first hit the streets,
it was speculated they could be the basis of an Apple Car.
Continued on page 8.

Next GAAB Meeting
May 10, 2017
7:00 p.m.
Panera Bread
161 Washington Ave. Ext.
Albany, NY

May 2017 GAAB Meeting

A map can be found at the GAAB website at
http://applebyters.com/index.php/meeting-information/
meeting_map/

GAAB Meeting Agenda:
• Greetings and Dinner
• June Dinner Meeting and topics to be presented by
members
• News and rumors from Apple, including latest iPad
and iPhone Information
• The GAAB Help Desk: Bring your questions to the
meeting
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Apple
Ambassador

The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple Computer User Group.
Membership privileges include this newsletter, access
to a large public domain software and video/audio
tape library, local vendor discounts, special interest
groups, and other special offers.

by John Buckley

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.

How to Clean Up and Optimize
Your Sluggish Mac

The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.

by Thorin Klosowski Senior Writer, lifehacker

Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.

Officers & Special Interest Group Leaders

Your Mac is running a little slow these days. It takes forever
to boot up. You have to delete something just to download
that file attachment from Carla in accounting. Any time
you stream a video it seems to lock up for a few seconds.
Let’s fix all that.

Program Coordinator
John Buckley
272-7128
Membership Director
John Buckley
272-7128

Update Your System Software
Before we do anything, let’s make sure your Mac is up
to date. Click the Apple icon > App Store, then click the
Updates tab. Install any software updates you see here,
including macOS updates. This might include security
updates or small performance improvements for whatever
version of macOS you’re running.

Treasurer
Tim Cook
408-996-1010
Public Domain Librarian
Bill Shuff
393-9753

Of course, Apple’s operating systems have been free for
the last several iterations, so if you want to also update to
Mavericks, Yosemite, El Capitan, or Sierra, you can usually
do so without any knock on your Mac’s performance. This
is completely optional and up to you, but make sure you
are at least running the most recent version of whichever
operating system you’ve landed on.

Newsletter Editor
Roger Mazula
466-7492
Education SIG
John Buckley
272-7128

Get Rid of Old Apps

Internet SIG
Lou Wozniak
465-2873

Generally speaking, cleaning up your Mac is often about
deleting all the cruft you’ve accumulated over the years
Continued on page 6.
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Internet SIG
One Simple Way to Keep Your
Browsing History Secret
by Komando Staff, Komoando.com

Sitting at home alone, surfing the internet, it’s easy to
forget how many organizations are watching what you do.
Your internet service provider is recording every site you
visit, Google is tracking your search history, advertising
companies are tracking your browsing history, the
government is tracking who knows what.

To fire up private browsing,
just hit CTRL+SHIFT+P
(CTRL+OPTION+P on
Macs). This works in every
browser except Chrome.
In Chrome, the shortcut
is CTRL+SHIFT+N
(OPTION+SHIFT+N on
Macs). You can also enable
private browsing mode
from your browser’s main menu.
When your browser is in private browsing mode, it will
show a special icon. If you don’t see the mask in Firefox,
the spy in Chrome or the “InPrivate” in IE and Edge, then
you aren’t secure.

It isn’t just companies. If you have a family or live with a
roommate, they might be watching what you do, too. It isn’t
hard to pull up someone’s browsing history.

Private browsing will keep your browsing safe from casual
snoopers. Someone who jumps on your computer won’t see
where you’ve been.

And if you leave your computer unattended, a snoop can
even grab your account passwords stored in your browser.
Learn how to manage and lock down your stored
browser passwords.

A more dedicated snooper might be able to find out by
looking at your browser cache. This can still keep images
and code from sites you visit. A program like CCleaner can
wipe this information for you.

If the last three paragraphs weren’t enough to make you
think about giving up on the internet for good, then go
back and read them again a bit more slowly. It is genuinely
scary stuff.

Of course, your internet service provider still knows
where you go, and the government can just request that
information. There are a few ways around this. The easiest
is with a web-based proxy like KProxy. Load any website in
Kproxy’s URL bar and the site routes your request through
another computer.

However, you can protect yourself from some of this spying.
There’s actually a simple trick that makes browsing much
safer.
Every major web browser - Chrome, Edge, Firefox, Internet
Explorer, Safari and Opera - has private, or incognito,
browsing. Turning this feature on means your browser will
ignore cookies - including ad-tracking cookies - and won’t
record your browsing history. It’s almost like you weren’t
online.

Your ISP won’t see what site you’re really visiting, and the
site you’re visiting won’t see your real IP address. The catch
is that proxy sites can often load pages slowly.
Downloadable proxy servers can be a bit more reliable. Two
popular ones are Tor and Privoxy. These not only re-route
your traffic but encrypt it, too. TAILS is another helpful tool
for browsing privacy, but it can be a little tough to set up.
I should note that while these tools obscure your web
travels, don’t think you can get away with any wrongdoing
online. If you engage in illegal activity, rest assured that law
enforcement can and will find out about it.
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Education SIG
K-12 Schools Could Save Billions by Sharing
Ed-Tech Prices, Report Says
by Michele Molnar, Associate Editor, EdWeek Market Brief
U.S. schools could
save at least $3 billion
a year on educational
technology by sharing
information about how
much they pay for
hardware and software,
according to estimates
in a new study by the
nonprofit Technology for
Education Consortium.
Of that amount, at least
$1.7 billion could be
saved in instructional
and non-instructional
software purchases,
and $500 million in
Chromebook purchases
alone, if all districts paid
the lowest prices vendors charge, the study’s authors
estimated.
Discrepancies between the highest and lowest prices
districts pay for the same hardware and software product
can range between 20 percent and 40 percent, the
researchers found.

Among the findings:
The prices paid for identical models of Chromebooks
with service warranties could be up to $90 higher in some
districts than others.
Licenses for purchases of the same popular software could
vary from $4.97 per license to $7.54, depending upon the
district;
There is a price difference of between $112 and $115 per
unit paid for popular iPad models.
Hal Friedlander, co-founder and CEO of the
consortium, called the numbers “shocking.”
“I know it’s a struggle for school districts to find the
money for the programs they want to do,” Friedlander said
in an interview. Because funds are tagged with specific
requirements within programs, the money for ed tech “often
gets pulled out of sofa cushions,” added the consortium
official, a former chief information officer for the New York
City Schools, the nation’s largest school system.
“The fact that there’s this much opportunity for districts
to save money and stretch dollars within their own tech
budgets is a good thing,” he said.

The analysis, “How School Districts Can Save (Billions)
on Edtech” was released exclusively to EdWeek Market
Brief by the Technology for Education Consortium, a
nonprofit that wants to bring transparency, efficiency, and
collaboration to K-12 schools as they evaluate and purchase
ed-tech products and services. The report is now publicly
available here.
Its findings are based on pricing information shared by
130 small, medium, and large school districts across the
country, representing 3.8 million K-12 students and $412
million in total spending on ed tech in 2015. Total potential
cost savings were extrapolated, and the billions in projected
savings are based on the lower 20 percent differential in
pricing for the same products.

This chart, which captures “per student spending on ed
tech,” refers to both hardware and instructional software
expenditures.
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Seeing such a large potential savings doesn’t surprise Bart
Epstein, the founding CEO of the Jefferson Education
Accelerator, who said districts have good intentions about
bringing more of a consumer orientation to purchasing.
“But the fact that we don’t have mechanisms for simple
price comparisons or transparency is indicative of how
much work we need to do if we want school districts to
be more successful consumers,” he said.

to our questions. “Most vendors offer standard pricing
that includes some type of volume discount. We also offer
both of these options to all districts. But the reality is that
every district partnership requires a unique implementation
plan. In fact, most districts issue RFPs listing those specific
requirements. And, of course, final pricing will reflect the
array of services, support, and professional development
options a district chooses.”

The consortium, founded in 2015, wants to fill in the
knowledge gap by encouraging more districts to join their
TEC Data Platform, an online library of 4,000 products
that K-12 schools can access in exchange if they are
willing to provide pricing information anonymously to the
database. District leaders that participate can get reports
about the actual prices paid by counterparts in similarsized districts for both hardware and software products
in their region.

Mark Georgiev, the senior director of product management
at Renaissance, said the report is comparing the pricing of
two different products in its portfolio—Accelerated Reader
vs. Accelerated Reader 360—which he said, also via email,
accounted for the different pricing structures.

The anonymity is important, Friedlander said, “because
no one wants to be the one who paid too much, and we
don’t want to put anyone in the hot seat.” At the same time,
districts can ask for a working group of TEC members to
discuss the purchase of any particular product.
‘Random Discounts’ Raise Red Flags to Researchers
Comparing the prices districts pay for ed tech is detailed
work and analyzing the price points doesn’t always allow
for an “apples-to-apples” comparison of software licenses,
said Ipek Bakir, an analyst for research and product
strategy for the Technology for Education Consortium.
Surveying 95 districts, the researchers found that 360
different ed-tech apps had been purchased. Among the
most popular apps bought, there was a 20 percent variance
in pricing.
“The plethora of software options makes it difficult for
districts to compare prices and negotiate with vendors,
which is worrisome because school districts spend more on
software content than on hardware,” the TEC report said.
Two of the companies referred to in the report—
Renaissance and Imagine Learning—have two of the most
popular products purchased by districts in the universe of
130 studied.
“Many factors can influence the price of a license,” said
Jeremy Cowdrey, executive vice president of sales and
marketing at Imagine Learning, in an emailed response

Friedlander said the discounts seem to reflect the
relationship between the buyer and seller, where a
vendor might behave differently depending upon the nature
of the relationship. Other factors that might influence
pricing is what time of year the sale is made and if they
know the district is at a point of the year where money
has to be spent, they’ll move the overall cost into some
target range.”
“Ultimately, the negotiations for these kinds of software
purchases shouldn’t be so complex,” said Friedlander. In
software, the researchers found that companies charge a
base price minus a discount. “It looks like the price breaks
are based on volume, but what we’ve found is that [the
discounts] aren’t regular, they don’t represent a volume
break, aren’t offered upfront and only appear at the end
of a negotiation,” he said.
After studying district purchases, Bakir said she could
not see a rationale for the price breaks other than as “feelgood discounts” designed to “make the buyer feel good
at the end of the negotiation, regardless of the amount of
discount applied.”
The consortium prepared the following infographic to
depict the potential savings it calculated, and ways those
savings could be allocated.
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But the report attributed many price differences in software
to “random discounts added to district contracts.” License
terms are often undisclosed by companies, and there is
“no apparent relation between the quantity of licenses
purchased and the actual price paid by districts, further
underscoring the importance of district negotiation power,”
the authors explained.
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Apple Ambassador
Continued from page 2.

that causes your storage space to fill up. If you’re low on
space or folders just feel too cluttered, it’s time to delete
old junk. Personally, I like to start by removing apps and
then move onto deleting files. It’s very easy to glance at a
list and know whether you still use an app or not.
Open up your Applications folder, then sort the apps
by size, with the largest at the top. If you have a huge
application installed that you never use, like iMovie or
Garageband, get rid of them. Remember, you can always
download anything you got from the Mac App Store again.
If you purchased software from a developer, make sure you
still have the license key somewhere before you delete it,
just in case you need it again at some point in the future.
We’re all trained to uninstall Mac apps by dragging an icon
into the trash from the Applications folder, but doing so
tends to leave random files associated with that app across
your system. These orphan files are rarely substantial in
size, but it’s clutter nonetheless. Instead, it’s best to use a
utility that’ll also track down that orphaned files. I like App
Cleaner for this because it’s free and easy to use. Click and
drag an application you want to delete into the App Cleaner
window, then App Cleaner hunts down and removes any
files associated with that application.
Clear Out Your Storage Space
Chances are, once you clear out a bunch of dumb old
apps you no longer use, you’ll have a lot more storage
space. That’s not the end of the process though. If you’re
working with small storage, you need to be more vigilant.
Next up, it’s time to dig around for weird old files you no
longer need.
If you’re running macOS Sierra, you can easily find and
remove large files using the built-in storage manager. If
you’re not on Sierra, I like the $10 hard drive analyzer,
DaisyDisk. DaisyDisk analyzes your system, finds massive
files, then lets you delete those files right from the app.
Launch DaisyDisk and it shows you a graph with all
your files based on type. This way, you can track down
anything that’s suspiciously large, like some random
video you needed one time, then delete it. DaisyDisk is
idiot-proof and automatically hides system files. Since you
can preview files in the app, it’s pretty hard to remove an
important file on accident. Even still, before you do this,
make sure you have backups of any important files.

Go through your very large files and delete anything you no
longer need. Depending on how you tend to store files or if
you have different backups, this might be a few downloads
you forgot about, or it might be entire directories of files
you no longer need. For example, as you can see in the
GIF above, I can follow a trail of storage hogs all the way
down to my email application’s hidden attachments folder.
If you don’t want to shell out the $10 for DaisyDisk and
you’re not using macOS Sierra, Disk Inventory X is free
and does the job as well, it just doesn’t look nearly as pretty
as other options.
Clean Your Cluttered Hard Drive with macOS Sierra’s
New Storage Manager
One of the new, handy features in macOS Sierra takes
care of something you probably don’t think much about:
cluttered files filling up your hard drive. Now there’s a
built-in utility that replaces those third-party tools and
makes it easy to find space-hogging files, old applications,
and more.
The Storage Management tool is technically an app,
but you won’t find it in your Applications folder. You
can get to it in one of two ways. You can pull it up by
searching for “Storage Management” in Spotlight (press
Command+Space and type), or click the Apple logo >
About This Mac. From that screen, select the Storage tab,
then click Manage.
The first tab you see when you open Storage Management
is the Recommendations tab. This gives you a simple
overview of quick ways to free up storage space. Most
of these are automated, so if you don’t like the idea of
giving up control over which files are deleted and when,
you shouldn’t bother with them, but they are quick fixes
that can free up a lot of space. Here’s how each of the four
options works:
Store in iCloud: This moves files back and forth between
your Mac and iCloud abased on your usage. This means it
only keeps recently opened files on your hard drive when
you’re running low on storage, which sounds great in
theory, but can be problematic if you’re the type of person
who needs access to older documents. Unless you’re really
desperate for space on your computer, it’s probably best
to skip this option.
Optimize Storage: This saves space by automatically
removing files you probably don’t need anymore. This
includes removing any iTunes movies or shows you’ve
already watched, or deleting large email attachments.
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Empty Trash Automatically: If you’re the type of person
who never empties your trash can, this will do it for you
for items 30 days old.
Reduce Clutter: Clicking the “Review Files” button here
just takes you to the Documents tab, which we’ll cover
below.
The Recommendations starting point is useful, but it’s not
enough to actually clear up that much space on your hard
drive. For that, you’ll need to take a little manual control.

Photos: If you use iCloud Photo Library, you’ve long had
the option to only include “optimized photos” on your Mac.
This essentially means you’ll only store low-resolution
versions. You can always download the high resolution
version from iCloud, so if you have a ton of photos stored
in iCloud Photo Library but don’t have much storage space
on your Mac, turning this option on is a good way to retain
access to those photos without wasting too much space.
Trash: As the name suggests, this is your Trash. You can
safely empty this if you have a lot of files stored in there.

Use Each Tab to Find and Remove Massive, Old, or
Unwanted FilesWhile Sierra’s automated options are neat,
they’re not actually that useful for clearing up space right
now. Thankfully, the rest of the tools included here can do
just that. Let’s take a look at each of them to see what you
can safely delete in each section.

The Storage Management app is great for experts looking
to seriously clear out space, but it’s certainly enough for
most people. While we’re not confident in most of the
automated solutions included here, the manual file sorting
should be enough for most people to quickly clear out
storage space when needed.

Documents: This tab is your main bread and butter. It
sorts out large files, gets you to your downloads folder,
and includes a more general file browser that shows you
the file size of every folder. This section is the simplest
way to find large files to clear up storage fast. When you
hover over a file, click the “X” to delete it right away or
the magnifying glass to show it in Finder.

Optimize Your System

iBooks: Considering the size of ebooks, this tab doesn’t
make much sense, but you can take a look at all the files
you have stored in iBooks here. If you’ve loaded up a lot
of PDFs, you might be able to clear out some storage here,
but otherwise you can generally ignore this tab.
iCloud Drive: This just links you to the “Store in iCloud”
option listed above.
iOS Files: There’s a good chance you can quickly clear
up a lot of storage space by deleting old iOS backups and
installers. If you don’t need to keep old backups around,
go ahead and delete them. You can also delete any old
installers.
iTunes: As the name suggests, this is your iTunes folder.
While you may want to keep your music around, you
can clear out old movies, TV shows, and podcasts pretty
easily here.
Mail: If you use Apple Mail, it can end up wasting a ton
of storage space after a couple years as it saves all your
attachments and images. If it’s taking up a lot of space,
you’ll see the option to only save recent emails and
attachments here. Otherwise, this section is empty.

When you first open up OnyX, it’s a bit confusing because
you’ll see multiple tabs with a lot of different check boxes.
Most of us don’t need to worry about the majority of this
though. For a quick cleansing and optimization of your
Mac, click the Automation tab. The default settings here
are pretty safe for everyone, though some people may
want to uncheck the box next to Web browser cache and
history if you don’t want to lose specific data from your
browser. When you’re happy with your selections, click
the Execute button. If you prefer a more manual approach,
click the Cleaning tab instead of Automation, then select
the specific data to purge.
If you don’t like OnyX for whatever reason, CCleaner
does a similar thing and is easier to use. They’re both
functionally the same, but OnyX has far more options for
advanced users and can do everything for free out of the
box without any additional purchases.
Clean Up Everything Else
Finally, let’s clear out a few other places the above options
might have missed.
Empty your trash: You do empty your trash now and
again, right? If not, Ctrl-click the trash can in the dock
and select Empty Trash.
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Next up, it’s time to clear up all the random cache files,
histories, and other junk that’s wasting space and slowing
down your system. Historically, we’ve long been fans of
OnyX for this task.
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Clear out your Downloads folder: Most browsers save
every file you download to the appropriately named
Downloads folder. You should clear that out sometimes.
Open up Finder, then head to username/Downloads. Take a
look at all the files in here, delete anything you don’t need,
and move everything you do want to keep to a safer place.
Clean up your desktop: Do you have a lot of files on
your desktop? First off, you’re a monster. Second, that’s
probably slowing down your computer. Clean it up. Find
folders for those files to live in and delete files you don’t
need.
Remove old disk images: Macs use disk images to install
files, which makes for easy installation, but also means that
some of us tend to have random disk images all over the
place. Open up Finder, click on All My Files, then type
“disk manager” into the search box to locate any of those
DMG files hidden throughout your Mac.
Clear out old Mail downloads: If you use Apple Mail,
attachments and other random files can fill your hard drive
up fast without you realizing it. Open up Spotlight (press
Command+Space), then type in “Mail Downloads.” Tap
Enter on the folder that pops up. This folder might have
hundreds of items. These are all the various attachments
Mail has downloaded over the years. Assuming you’re not
using a POP email server, which doesn’t retain old copies

Apple Maps Vehicle
Continued from page 1.

But those rumors quieted down after the vans were labeled
with Apple Maps decals, and because Apple has shifted
towards autonomous driving software, rather than an entire
vehicle, at least for now.
Moreover, the California Department of Motor Vehicles
confirmed that Apple is using a fleet of Lexus SUVs, which
have since been spotted on the road, to test self-driving
software. It’s known that Apple’s platform currently uses
a Logitech wheel and pedals, and drivers can take over
manually if necessary.
Nevertheless, so-called Apple Maps vehicles could still be
playing a role in the company’s autonomous driving plans.
Neil Cybart, an independent Apple analyst at Above
Avalon, told MacRumors that Apple Maps vehicles are
“very likely capturing mapping data,” such as street level
imagery, that will aid Apple’s autonomous driving efforts.
I don’t think these Apple Maps vehicles are just meant to
improve Apple Maps. Instead, my suspicion is they are part

after they’re downloaded, you can safely delete every file
inside this folder and they will remain on email server.
Clean up your login items: If your Mac is slow to start, it
might be because it’s attempting to launch 20 apps at once.
Open System Preferences, then select Users & Groups.
Click the Login Items tab, then remove anything that you
don’t need or want to launch at startup.
Consider an SSD (if you don’t have one already): If
you have an older Mac with a hard drive, then you’ll see
the biggest performance gains from installing a solid state
drive. SSDs allow for much faster data transfer, which
improves boot time and application launch speed. It’s
seriously very easy to do and with a MacBook Pro you
can typically replace an old SuperDrive that you likely no
longer use with the SSD, giving you two types of storage.
If you’re unwilling or unable to do all this stuff on your
own, there’s CleanMyMac, which for $40 does pretty much
everything I listed above all in one app. CleanMyMac can
fully remove apps, do general performance maintenance,
and it’ll track down a variety of large files for easy removal.
CleanMyMac tends to have a mixed reception amongst
users, but How-To Geek and Macworld both give it the
okay. Personally, I prefer the a la carte methods listed
above though.
of Project Titan. Specifically, the vehicles are likely playing
a role in building the groundwork for Apple’s autonomous
driving technology. The data collected by these vehicles
may be used for testing autonomous driving technology
using indoor simulation.
Cybart, who confirmed seeing an Apple Maps vehicle
in Connecticut earlier this week, said the mapping data
collected could be a “foundation” for Apple’s autonomous
driving technology platform.
Apple Maps vehicles are not autonomous cars. Instead,
they are very likely capturing mapping data (i.e. imagery)
that will aid Apple’s autonomous driving efforts. My view
is that this mapping data isn’t just for Apple Maps Street
View, which wouldn’t be too useful, but rather for building
a mapping foundation for Apple’s autonomous driving
technology platform.
Connecticut and many other states that Apple has surveyed
don’t currently allow autonomous vehicle testing on their
public roads, so Apple very likely is collecting data only, as
it says. Whether that data is used for a Street View feature,
autonomous driving software, or both, remains to be seen.
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GAAB Internet Addresses
Names

E-Mail Addresses

Aaron Ambrosino........ aambrosi@mac.com
Gary Blizzard.............. gmblizzard@aol.com
Mark Bogossian........... mark@castlecomp.com
Steve Bradley.............. ssbradley@adelphia.net
John Buckley............... jbuckley@nycap.rr.com
Sheldon Carnes............ sheldoncarnes@hotmail.com
Tina Cook.................... twonotrump@nycap.rr.com
Anthony Eldering........ tonye11@verizon.net
Trudy Ellis................... TE52@earthlink.net
Lilajane Frascarelli...... afrascar@nycap.rr.com
Les Goldstein............... lgoldst1@nycap.rr.com
Richard Hester............. hesterfp@capital.net
Ottmar Klaas................ ottmar.klaas@gmail.com
Michael LaFrank......... mglafrank@gmail.com
Thomas Levanduski.... msglevnduski@aol.com
Cecilia MacDonald...... cecilia@midtel.net
Mike Mannarino.......... rfd230@nycap.rr.com
Roger Mazula.............. aluzam@aol.com
Brendan O’Hara.......... bohara1@nycap.rr.com
Eric/Lee Rieker............ Erieker@aol.com
AbdurRahman Rozell.. aryr100@gmail.com
Judith Schwartz........... jfschwartz2@earthlink.net
Saul Seinberg............... saul.seinberg@gmail.com
Bill Shuff..................... wjshuff@earthlink.net
Shelly Weiner.............. olliedawg@yahoo.com
Lou Wozniak............... louw@nycap.rr.com

To start or renew your GAAB
membership, see Tim Cook or send
your fees payable to him at the
following address:
Timothy Cook
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014

Visit GAAB on the Internet at http://www.applebyters.com
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